We study the space of the allowed boundary states in a particular c = 1 conformal field theory, the symmetric orbifold of the level one SU (2) WZW model, where the orbifolding group G is a generic binary finite subgroup of SU (2). We especially construct generic boundary states in the orbifold, which can be extended from the Cardy states decomposed into Virasoro Ishibashi states. Our result involves conformal boundary states parameterized by the quotient SU (2)/G, and the fractional boundary states sitting at every fixed-point in the quotient. We find also that a conformal boundary state at a fixed-point in the quotient becomes a linear combination of the fractional boundary states sitting at the fixed-point. To be complete, we check the mutual consistency among all the boundary states we construct.
Introduction
Boundary conformal field theories (BCFTs) have been received much attention recently, due to their applications in condensed matter physics and string theory (D-branes), etc. In the study of a BCFT, it is important to identify the space of the allowed boundary conditions, which is called the brane moduli space. Because each boundary condition corresponds to a generalized coherent state (a boundary state), we can identify the brane moduli space with all the boundary states in the theory. The structure of this space deeply depends on the field content of the theory. Especially, the spectrum of representations of Virasoro algebra (Vir) is important for the classification of boundary states preserving conformal symmetry. Among many CFTs, each of the c = 1 CFTs is special because the spectrum is fully identified although the number of irreducible representations of Vir is infinite. Owing to this infinity, the brane moduli space of a c = 1 CFT becomes non-trivial in general.
Many researches have clarified the brane moduli space in a simple c = 1 CFT, the compactified boson model (or the circle model) characterized by the compactification radius R [1]- [8] . They tell us that besides the well-known Dirichlet and Neumann types of boundary states, there are non-trivial boundary states, called conformal boundary states. Conformal boundary states are constructed from only degenerate representations of Vir while the others can contain a contribution from non-degenerate representations. Essentially, a conformal boundary state at an arbitrary radius R = r is given by a projection [5] of a boundary state at the self-dual radius R = √ 2 [4] . The projection is onto the elements which appear in the spectrum at R = r. It was shown in [8] that the projection is also regarded as a consequence of an Abelian asymmetric orbifold construction which creates the present model from the circle model at R = √ 2. The construction sums up all the orbifold images of a generic boundary state at R = √ 2 to give a conformal boundary state at R = r. Hence, the parameter space of the later boundary state is given by a certain quotient [3] [5] of the original brane moduli space at R = √ 2 [4] . As in the general orbifold construction, a conformal boundary state at a fixed-point in the quotient becomes reducible. Indeed, it becomes a linear combination of the ordinary Dirichlet (or Neumann) type of boundary states which are thus interpreted as fractional boundary states [9] [10] [11] sitting at the fixed-point in the quotient. The quotient has several fixed-points where fractional boundary states sit at. Collecting all these fractional boundary states, we eventually have the constituents of the brane moduli space.
Because the above argument is quite general, we expect that the other orbifolds of the circle model at R = √ 2 have a similar structure of the brane moduli space:
1. The brane moduli space consists of some parts.
2. One part is a certain quotient parameterizing conformal boundary states.
3. The other parts correspond to fractional boundary states sitting at the fixed-points in the quotient. 4 . At a fixed-point in the quotient, a conformal boundary state becomes a linear combination of the fractional boundary states sitting at the fixed-point.
If this expectation is correct, we have the whole understanding of the brane moduli space of c = 1 CFTs because each of the c = 1 CFTs is a symmetric or an asymmetric orbifold of the circle model at R = √ 2 [12] . In the present paper, we try to give a unified picture of the brane moduli space of the symmetric 1 orbifold for the first step. Because the circle model at the self-dual radius is equivalent to the su(2) 1 model, the WZW model with the SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra at level one, we choose the orbifold group G as a generic binary finite subgroup 2 of SU(2) (see Table 1 ). From now on, we call the resulting orbifold [12] the su(2) 1 /G model. To study the brane moduli space of the orbifold, we must fix that space of the parent theory, the su(2) 1 model. It was found [4] that although the corresponding space at R = √ 2 is SL(2, C) at most, it is further restricted onto SU(2) if we consider only the "physical" boundary states (see the detail in the original paper). In the later arguments, we consider only the brane moduli space taken over from this SU(2) part.
The brane moduli space at G = C 2n had been known because the corresponding model is equivalent to the circle model at R = √ 2n. This result was further generalized in the previous work [14] . First, a generic conformal boundary state in the su(2) 1 /G model was suggested so that the corresponding parameter space in the brane moduli space becomes the quotient SU(2)/G where G acts on SU(2) adjointly. Second, the fractional boundary states at a generic fixed-point in the quotient were constructed at a particular group G = D 2 . In the present paper, we generalize these results to the case that G is an arbitrary binary finite subgroup of SU (2) .
For our purpose, a very important ingredient is the fact that the su(2) 1 /G model is a rational conformal field theory (RCFT) which has a finite set of primary fields of the chiral algebra. Indeed, remarkable progresses have been made in the classification of boundary states in RCFTs (see the review [15] and references are therein). The pioneering work was done by Cardy [16] . He constructed, in a generic RCFT with the diagonal modular invariant, the boundary states which preserve the chiral algebra and have a one-to-one correspondence with the primary fields of the algebra. In general, Cardy states are special boundary states in a RCFT. However, they allow us to probe the brane moduli space. This is carried out in the following way. First, we construct the Cardy states as linear combinations of Virasoro Ishibashi states [17] . Then, we can guess a generic boundary state because it is also given by a certain linear combination of Virasoro Ishibashi states. Eventually, we may recover the brane moduli space. However, it is not clear whether boundary states extended from the Cardy states in this way are consistent with various duality relations among the correlation functions of BCFTs. In particular, the boundary states must satisfy so-called 1 We use the term "symmetric" so that the resulting orbifolds have the diagonal modular invariant. 2 It is a matter of taste whether one considers the orbifolding group G as an ordinary finite subgroup of SO(3) or a binary finite subgroup of SU (2) (see the detail in [13] ). We take the later point of view in the present paper.
C 2n : the binary cyclic group of order 2n D n : the binary dihedral group of order 4n T : the binary tetrahedron group of order 24 O: the binary octahedron group of order 48 I: the binary icosahedron group of order 120 Table 1 : The binary finite subgroups of SU (2) Cardy's conditions requiring the open-closed string duality [16] . We expect that they are strong enough to check the validity of the brane moduli space we obtain.
The present paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we show some preliminaries for later discussions, involving a review of the Cardy states in RCFTs and a review of holomorphic properties of the su(2) 1 /G model [13] [7] : the primary fields of the chiral algebra, the Virasoro characters, and the modular S-matrix. In section 3, we construct generic boundary states in the su(2) 1 /G model, which can be extended from the Cardy states. They include conformal boundary states and fractional boundary states. We especially see that Cardy states correspond to special points in the brane moduli space consisting of the SU(2)/G part (for conformal boundary states) and the other parts (for fractional boundary states). Note that the Cardy states of the su(2) 1 /G model were already constructed in [7] . New aspects of our construction are their expressions: linear combinations of Virasoro Ishibashi states. In section 4, we check Cardy's conditions for all the boundary states we construct. There we mention a relation between Cardy's conditions and the two-dimensional McKay correspondence. The final section is devoted to discussion. In Appendix A, the useful character formula in a finite and a binary group is shown. In Appendix B, we collect the character table for all the binary finite subgroups of SU (2) . In Appendix C, we show examples of the boundary states in the su(2) 1 /G model where G is each of the groups in the chain of normal subgroups: D 2 ⊂ T ⊂ O. In particular, we check that our result is consistent with the sequence of an Abelian orbifold construction:
Preliminaries

The Cardy states in RCFTs
Let us consider a RCFT which has the left and right symmetric chiral algebra A ≃ A. We denote by I the finite set of all the irreducible representations of A. An irreducible representation of A( A) is denoted by H i ( H i ). We assume that the Hilbert space of the RCFT is decomposed as
This implies that the theory has the diagonal modular invariant
where χ i (τ ) are Virasoro characters of A. Now we consider boundary states |B keeping the symmetry of A. They are constrained by the gluing condition of the left and right chiral currents. This is expressed in terms of modes of these currents. When A n ( A n ) denote modes of a left(right) chiral current with weight h A , the gluing condition can be set as
Here we include the charge-conjugation Ω c 3 and an inner-automorphism Ω. Ishibashi proved [17] that there exist the basis 4) solving the constraint (2.3). We call them the A-Ishibashi states. Explicitly, each of them can be expressed in terms of left and right orthogonal-normalized-basis |i, n ∈ H i and |i, n ∈ H i as follows:
where U denotes an anti-unitary operator satisfying U A n = (−1) h A A n U and acting on the right-mover highest weight states |i, 0 as U |i, 0 = |i, 0 * . The definition (2.5) yields the normalization 
However, not arbitrary boundary coefficients C B i are allowed. In particular, they must satisfy Cardy's conditions [16] requiring the open-closed string duality. Let us consider a cylinder amplitude (or an overlap)
The closed-string modulusτ of the cylinder is related with the open-string modulus τ as followsτ
Then, using the modular S-matrix of the characters: 10) we have the following expression for the overlap,
where we introduce
From general properties of BCFTs, Cardy assumed the following conditions (Cardy's conditions) on n iB B ′ :
• Integrality Any overlap is a sum of characters χ i of A with non-negative integer coefficients:
• Fundamentality In any overlap, the number of the identity character χ 0 of A is one or less. Moreover χ 0 appears exactly once only in the self-overlaps:
In the original paper, he further assumed that the number of boundary states is equal to that of A-Ishibashi states. Then, he found the set of boundary states (Cardy states) satisfying all the conditions:
An important property of them is a relation with the fusion rule in the RCFT. Let N kj i denote the fusion coefficients of the fusion rule:
Then, using the Verlinde formula
we obtain
It is obvious that the Cardy states are special boundary states satisfying the gluing condition (2.3). There can be another boundary state |B preserving conformal symmetry:
At least, it is given as a certain linear combination of Virasoro Ishibashi states. A Virasoro Ishibashi state corresponds to a combination of irreducible representations of the left and right Vir. We can read off the spectrum of the combination in the following way. First, we find the set I i which allows us to decompose H i as follows: 
where we include some phase factors ǫ i h;m,n with the unit norm |ǫ| 2 = 1.
Holomorphic properties of the su(2) 1 /G model
An orbifold CFT is constructed by modding out the parent theory by a symmetry. This construction depends on the structure of the parent theory and properties of the symmetry. One may consider the case that the parent theory is given by a RCFT. Moreover if the parent RCFT is a so-called holomorphic type, there is the well-known orbifold construction [13] . A holomorphic RCFT contains only one holomorphic sector corresponding to the chiral algebra A. The Hilbert space is given by H = A ⊗ A ( A ∼ A). Assume that there is a finite symmetry group G which acts on A, keeping Virasoro sub-algebra. Then, the orbifold sub-algebra A/G is defined as the G-invariant of A. This allows representations of A/G to be certain twisted representations of A. We denote a g-twisted sector by A g (g ∈ G). From this, it follows that A 1 = A. Note, however, that A g depends only on the conjugacy class of g because twisted boundary conditions of A are defined up to a conjugation. Thus we can label the twisted sectors by the conjugacy classes in G.
Each twisted sector A g has a symmetry group acting on the states. It is not the whole group G but isomorphic to the stabilizer of g, where C denotes a conjugacy class in G and g c denotes a representative of C. Now we construct the Virasoro character of (g; r). Each twisted sector A g is projected onto H (g;r) by the operator
where d
Ng r and ch
Ng r denote the dimension and the group character of r, respectively. Using the projection operator, we obtain the corresponding Virasoro character:
where c is central charge of Vir in A.
The holomorphic contents of primary fields in the su(2) 1 /G model The level one SU(2) WZW model has the chiral algebra su(2) 1 which has two irreducible representations, the spin-0 highest weight representation H 0 isomorphic to su(2) 1 and the spin-1/2 highest weight representation H 1/2 . Because this model is not a holomorphic theory, we cannot directly derive the holomorphic contents of primary fields in the su(2) 1 /G model. However, for this purpose, there is the heuristic argument given in [13] . This is explained at below. The su(2) 1 /G model can be viewed as a projection of the G orbifold of a non-local holomorphic theory with the single chiral sector A = H 0 ⊕ H 1/2 . The projection is onto elements even under the action of the center −1 of the horizontal SU(2). According to this argument, the twisted sectors of the su(2)/G model are labeled by the conjugacy classes in G. However, not all representations of the stabilizer occur after the projection, that is, a g-twisted sector A g is projected onto representations in a subset of Irr(N g ). If this subset is denoted by R[g], the result of the projection is as follows:
where Irr + (N g ) and Irr − (N g ) denote the sets of all the irreducible representations which have the value 1 and −1 at the center, respectively. Note that in this picture the sector A 1 (A −1 ) corresponds to H 0 (H 1/2 ). Here, for later convenience, we introduce the index
To show the results [13] [7] of the holomorphic contents of primary fields and their characters in the su(2) 1 /G model explicitly, we divide the conjugacy classes of G into three types U, T A and T B as explained at below.
(1) The U-type
The U-type conjugacy classes consist of the trivial conjugacy classes of 1 and −1. Note that the corresponding twisted sectors A 1 and A −1 are the genuine untwisted sectors of the chiral algebra su(2) 1 /G (the G-invariant of su (2) 1 ). Clearly, the stabilizer of the U-type conjugacy classes is G itself. As shown in [13] , these sectors split into representations in the sets
The T A -and T B -types
The other conjugacy classes correspond to the genuine twisted sectors of the chiral algebra su(2) 1 /G. Besides the U-type conjugacy classes, there are non-trivial conjugacy classes in G, characterized by maximal cyclic subgroups of G. A maximal cyclic subgroup of G is given as follows: Let us pick up an element g in G. Because G is a finite group, there is the smallest number m so that g m = 1 holds. Then we can define the cyclic group Cy g (of order m) generated by g. Eventually, we obtain the set of the cyclic groups Cy(G) = {Cy g |g ∈ G}. Now, we call Cy g a maximal cyclic subgroup of G if there is no cyclic group in Cy(G), which contains Cy g as a truly subgroup. Because G is a binary group with the center −1, a maximal cyclic subgroup generated by g has an even order m = 2n and the relation g n = −1 holds.
Every maximal cyclic subgroup of G is characterized by the conjugation in G. A maximal cyclic group Cy is called T B -type if every element in Cy is conjugate to its inverse, otherwise Cy is called T A -type. We denote by N a (N b ) a T A -(T B -)type maximal cyclic subgroup of order 2n a (2n b ), which is generated by a(b). In the present paper, we often express a and b by 2 × 2 hermitian matrices (with the unit norm), σ a and σ b , which are defined from the relations
where e(x) denotes the exponential of a matrix x. Now we have three types of conjugacy classes of G. One is the U-type we already mentioned. There are other conjugacy classes whose elements have the corresponding stabilizers which are all conjugate to N a (N b ). We call them T A (T B )-type conjugacy classes. A representative of a T A -type conjugacy class is given by
and that of a T B -type conjugacy class is given by
Here we note that there can exist distinct sets of the T B -type conjugacy classes (see Appendix).
As shown in [13] , the twisted sector A a s and A b s are projected onto representations in the sets
and
respectively. To show them more concretely, let us label irreducible representations r of a cyclic group Cy of order 2m such that the group characters in Cy are given by
where g denotes the generator of Cy and ω (n) denotes the n-th root of unity e 2πi/n . This implies a labeling
From the relation ǫ r = (−1) r , we have also
The Virasoro characters of su (2) 1 /G Now we show the Virasoro characters of all the above primary fields.
The detail of the splitting (2.33) is understood more easily from
where V SU (2) j denotes the SU(2) spin-j representation on which the horizontal parts of su (2) 
Clearly, the operator P G r induces the projection V
Then, using the formula (2.29), we obtain the Virasoro characters of primary fields in A 1 and A −1 as follows:
More explicit expressions for these characters are given by introducing the generalized theta functions θ α β
where η(τ ) is the usual Dedekind eta function. Indeed, we find
where α h (∈ [0, π]) denotes a parameter determined from the relation 2 cos(α h ) = Tr
The T A -and T B -types Using the labeling (2.40), we have the following primary fields in
The corresponding Virasoro characters [13] [7] are then given by The characters χ (ǫ k a s ;k) are related with Virasoro characters of u (1) n (at n = (n a ) 2 ), the chiral algebra of the circle theory at R = √ 2n. The primary fields of u(1) n are labeled by λ = 0, · · · , 2n − 1 mod 2n; the characters of them are given by
Thus, the Virasoro character of (ǫ k a s ; k) agrees with that of a representation λ = n a k + s of u(1) (na) 2 . Now we decompose H (ǫ k a s ;k) into representations of Vir. The decomposition of a representation H (ǫ k a s ;k) is also similar to that of a representation λ = n a k + s:
where a set {H m;a , H −m;a } corresponds to a charge-conjugation pair of an irreducible representation of Vir with the highest weight h = m 2 . This explains the charge-conjugation property of su (2) 
The structure of twisted sectors of T B -type is similar to that of T A -type. The primary fields in
The Virasoro character of (b s ; 2l) is the same as that of (a s ; 2l) if we replace n a with n b . A point different from (a s ; 2l) is the charge-conjugation: (b s ; 2l) is self-conjugate. The prototypical example with this property arises at G = D n ; the corresponding su(2) 1 /G model is equivalent to the Z 2 orbifold of the circle model at R = √ 2n. The primary fields of the circle model at R = √ 2n correspond to the irreducible representations of u(1) n 2 . The Z 2 acts on a primary field λ as the charge-conjugation λ → −λ. Then the Z 2 invariant primary field in the orbifold, which is constructed from a pair {λ, −λ} (λ = 0, n 2 ), becomes self-conjugate. To respect such a Z 2 invariance, we first introduce the representations H 
(2.57)
In conclusion, we summarize the holomorphic contents of primary fields of the su(2) 1 /G model in Table 2 .
The modular S-matrix
The modular S-matrix of the orbifold of a holomorphic theory is obtained in [13] . It is expressed (with some phase corrections) by the group characters in the orbifolding group. This holds in the case of the su(2) 1 /G model if we take into account some modifications owing to non-holomorphic properties of the su(2) 1 model. Here we show the non-vanishing entries of the resulting modular S-matrix (see the explicit forms in [13] [7]):
• (ǫ r 1; r) and (ǫ r ′ g; r ′ )
Especially, we have
where (1, 1) corresponds to the identity representation of su (2) 1 /G. For later convenience, we express the elements (2.63) at (ǫ r ′ g; r ′ ) = (ǫ k a s ; k) and (b s ; 2l) by the group characters in N a and N b , respectively. We can carry out this by using the character table of G (see Table 3 and Appendix). To sum up, we obtain 3 The boundary states in the su(2) 1 /G model In this section, we first introduce the su(2) 1 /G-Ishibashi states as linear combinations of Virasoro Ishibashi states. Then the Cardy states of su(2) 1 /G are given. In the end of this section, we show generic boundary states which can be extended from the Cardy states: conformal boundary states parameterized by SU(2)/G, and fractional boundary states sitting at the fixed-points in SU(2)/G.
su(2) 1 /G-Ishibashi states
Our construction of su(2) 1 /G-Ishibashi states |(g; r) I depends on the type of the conjugacy class of g.
The U-type
Let us introduce the Virasoro Ishibashi states in A 1 and A −1 :
In the su(2) 1 model, we set the following gluing condition 6 to keep su(2) 1 symmetry:
where J a n ( J a n ) denote left(right)-mover generators of su (2) satisfies the gluing condition
Because su(2) 1 /G is defined as the G-invariant of su (2) as follows:
where P G r is the left-mover operator, defined by (2.28), projecting (3.4) onto H (ǫr;r) ⊗ H (ǫr 1;r) . It is easy to see that the above expressions are consistent with the normalization (2.6), if one uses the formula of the projection operator P G r , which is given in [13] . 5 The SU (2) operators J 3 , J ± act on basis |j; m as follows:
6 In the circle model at R = √ 2, the gluing condition (3.3) agrees with the boundary condition for a D0-brane sitting at X = 0 or √ 2π on the self-dual radius circle (X ∼ X + 2π √ 2) when we use the boson realization of su(2) 1 , which is used in [8] .
The Here we assume that the combinations (3.10) and (3.12) satisfy the gluing condition keeping the chiral algebra su(2) 1 /G. This can be justified from the following facts: Using an equivalence of the model, the su(2) 1 /G model at G = C 2n and the circle model at R = √ 2n, we can identify Virasoro Ishibashi states |2m + s/n; a Vir with the usual Dirichlet type Ishibashi states with momenta (2nm + s)/R. Then we can see that T A -type Ishibashi states (3.10) satisfy the gluing condition keeping the chiral algebra u(1) n 2 which is realized by the boson. Also T B -type Ishibashi states appear in the su(2) 1 /G model at G = D n . The D n model is equivalent to the Z 2 orbifold of the C 2n model. Because the Z 2 action induces the transformation |2m + s/n; a Vir ↔ | − 2m − s/n; a Vir , (3.13) the Z 2 invariant combination (3.12) guarantees the gluing condition keeping the chiral algebra of the D n model.
Cardy states
The Cardy states are constructed from the relation (2.15). Here we express each of them as a sum of contributions from three types of twisted sectors: U, T A and T B . To show these contributions, we introduce the following expressions of building blocks for the boundary states:
•
where D j mn (g) denote matrix elements of the spin-j representation of SU(2). Especially, we have
The following relation is also important:
where g is a left-mover realization of an element of G.
• The T A -and T B -types |θ, a = 2 17) and the counterpart for the T B -type (replace a with b in the above expression). From the above definition, we have the equivalence relations
Note that the T B -type combinations will appear in the boundary states with the invariant form of the Z 2 action:
Before showing the full expression for a generic Cardy state, we first study the U-type contribution. Using (2.64) and (3.7), we have
From this and the modular S-matrix, the U-type contribution to a Cardy state |(ǫ r g; r) C is obtained as follows:
where C g denotes the conjugacy class of g. In the above derivation, we use the relation |G| = |C g ||N g | and the representative character formula (A.2). If we denote by [g] G the orbit of g under the adjoint action of G, (3.24) has another useful expression
Next we study the T A -and T B -type contributions. Using various expressions of the modular S-matrix, we can obtain the boundary coefficients
for primary fields (ǫ r ′ g ′ ; r ′ ) in the T A -and T B -type twisted sectors (see Table 4 , 5). From Table 4 : these coefficients, we can obtain the T A -and T B -type contributions to a Cardy state |(ǫ r g; r) C . Now, collecting the contributions from all twisted sectors, we show the Cardy states at below.
The U-type
The T A -type
The T B -type
Conformal and fractional boundary states
From the Cardy states in the su(2) 1 /G model, we can probe the brane moduli space. First we study a generic boundary state in the su(2) 1 model. The model is also regarded as the su(2) 1 /G model at G = {1, −1}. In this picture, two representations of su(2) 1 , H 0 and H 1/2 are labeled by (1; 0) and (−1; 1), respectively (note the labeling (2.40)). Then, the corresponding Cardy states are given by
Using the SU(2) L × SU(2) R symmetry in the model, we can rotate them to obtain boundary states |g (g ∈ SU(2)). As expected, all the boundary states |g satisfy Cardy's conditions. This can be seen from the overlap
where α g,g ′ a parameter defined from the relation cos(α g,g ′ ) = 
This operation corresponds to the exactly marginal deformations in the BCFT associated with the boundary condition of |g . Indeed, we can find three marginal-modes (of conformal weight one) in the self-overlap of |g (set g = g ′ in (3.31)), which correspond to three directions of the tangent space at g. It was suggested in [4] that the set {|g | ∀g ∈ SU(2)} corresponds to all the "physical 7 " boundary states in the su(2) 1 model. Respecting this argument, we identify the brane moduli space of the su(2) 1 model with SU (2) .
Conformal boundary states in the su(2) 1 /G model contain only the U-type contribution in their expressions. Essentially, they are obtained by an orbifold construction of boundary states. The construction is an addition of all the orbifold images of a boundary state |g in the su(2) 1 model. This projects all the states in |g onto the G-invariant states in the su(2) 1 /G model. To determine such an addition, we study a contribution to a Cardy state |(g; r) C from the U-type twisted sectors. The contribution is collected as follows:
where N g is the stabilizer of g and |g G denotes the G-invariant combination,
In the case of the Cardy states, g is an element of G,
However, to extend g to a generic element of SU (2) is easy. Then, |g G for all g ∈ SU(2) are identified with the conformal boundary states in the su(2) 1 /G model. Here the factor 1/ 2|G| is attached to guarantee the fundamentality at a generic g (see the later proof). The expression (3.34) was first introduced at a particular group G = D 2 [14] . The same expression is also consistent with the conformal boundary states in the circle model at R = √ 2n, which is equivalent to the su(2) 1 /G model at G = C 2n . Our result is a generalization of these results to a generic binary subgroup of SU(2).
Here we study Cardy's conditions for |g g 's by calculating the overlap
The integrality condition for |g G 's is guaranteed because there exists a set G + (⊂ G) satisfying the relation
which leads to
On the other hand, the fundamentality condition for |g G 's is a bit subtle. To see this, we set g = g ′ in the overlap (3.38). Let N g denote again the stabilizer of g. Then we can find the |N g |/2-fold degeneracy of the Virasoro identity character in the self-overlap of |g G . Therefore, |g G is fundamental only if N g is trivial, i.e., N g = {1, −1} (|N g | = 2). Now let N g be non-trivial. Then |g G is no longer fundamental but considered as a linear combination of more fundamental boundary states. We denote the later by |g; r G . Fortunately, we already have such examples, Cardy states of su (2) 1 /G. Let us identify a Cardy state |(g; r) C with a fundamental boundary state |g; r G :
Then we can find the factors ch
in the contributions to |g c ; r G from the T A -and T B -type twisted sectors. This is because the S-matrix containing such factors gives the boundary coefficients of the Cardy states. Now, using the expression (3.33) and the representative character formula (see Appendix), we obtain the following relations:
at g = g c . Inferred from this, we expect that there exist the set R[g] and the boundary states |g; r G for a generic g (with the non-trivial stabilizer), which satisfy the relations (3.43) and (3.44). If this is correct, the degeneracy of the Virasoro identity character in the self-overlap of |g G is accounted from
which is consistent with the character formula (A.9). Before determining |g; r G and R[g], we classify a fixed-point in SU(2)/G and its stabilizer. In the following, we express a point in SU(2)/G as a point in the covering space, SU (2) . In this picture, all elements in an orbit [g] G (g ∈ SU (2)) correspond to the identical point in SU(2)/G.
Clearly, g = ±1 is the fixed-points of G itself. We call them the U-type fixed-points. Next, we study the stabilizer N g of another element g which can be expressed as g = ±e(iθσ) (θ ∈ (0, π)) , (3.46) where σ denotes a 2×2 hermitian matrix with the unit norm. Clearly, the element g is fixed under the adjoint action of the U(1) group
Then it follows that if N U (1) g includes a maximal cyclic subgroup Cy(⊂ G) as a subgroup, the stabilizer N g coincides with Cy: (2) , (3.48) otherwise, N g becomes trivial, i.e., N g = {1, −1}. Thus, the non-trivial stabilizer N g is given by a maximal cyclic subgroup of G, which is either T A -type or T B -type. Consequently, we have non-trivial fixed-points associated with the stabilizers N a and N b . We call them T Aand T B -type fixed-points, respectively. Each of the other non-trivial fixed-points belongs to the orbit of a T A -type or a T B -type fixed-point. Thus we have classified all the orbits of fixed-points of G. This is sufficient for our purpose because |g G depends only on the orbit of g. Eventually, we can express the T A -and T B -type fixed-points (up to conjugation in G) as follows:
Note that because −σ b appears in the orbit [σ b ] G while −σ a does not appear in the orbit [σ a ] G , we omit the signs ±1 in the front of (3.50). From the identification (3.41), we have a set of boundary states
where α is an arbitrary value in the discrete set
It is easy to extend the above boundary states to irrational α ∈ (0, π) if we deform the corresponding boundary coefficients C h mn (B) (see (2.23)) continuously. This procedure can be also applied in the T B -type fixed-points where a set of boundary states
is given at
For the other U-type fixed-points, we already have the sufficient fractional boundary states from the identification (3.41). Eventually we obtain the set R[g] and the associated fractional boundary states |g; r G for the U-, T A -and T B -type fixed-points as follows:
(3.56)
The T B -type Now we have all the constituents of the brane moduli space, which can be extended from the Cardy states.
The parameter space of conformal boundary states |g G is the quotient SU(2)/G because the relations |g G = |hgh −1 G hold for all h ∈ G. The quotient is locally three-dimensional. As expected from this, we can find three marginal-modes in the self-overlap of |g G when g is not a fixed-point in the quotient. At G = C 2n , these modes indeed correspond to the exactly marginal deformation [3] . We expect that the similar correspondence occurs in the other models.
At a fixed-point g of the quotient, a conformal boundary state |g G splits into the more fundamental boundary states |g; r G (r ∈ R[g]). A boundary state |g; r G contains the U-type contribution,
Therefore we can see that |g; r G has the fractional mass 2d
Ng r /|N g | with respect to a generic bulk boundary state |g G made from only the untwisted sectors of su (2) 1 /G. Furthermore |g; r G includes contributions from the other twisted sectors, which are canceled out by the sum (3.43) (this can be shown as in the proof for Cardy states). Thus, |g; r G (r ∈ R[g]) can be interpreted as the fractional boundary states [9] [10] [11] sitting at a fixed-point g.
In general, each of the T A -(T B -)type fractional boundary states has one marginal-mode in the self-overlap (see the next section). We expect that this may correspond to the marginal deformation changing the value α(β). Indeed, it was shown [3] that the model at G = C 2n and at G = D n realize this expectation completely and partially, respectively.
To study the full structure of the brane moduli space, we deform the parameter α(β) to the end-values 0 and π, which correspond to the (trivial) U-type fixed-points ±1. Then we find that the corresponding boundary state becomes a certain linear combination of fractional boundary states sitting at the U-type fixed-points (see the examples in Appendix C). Each of the later boundary states cannot move off from the corresponding U-type fixed-point by the marginal deformation if it has no marginal-mode in own self-overlap. The number of the marginal-modes in that overlap can be calculated from the explicit expression of the boundary state. However it depends on the corresponding representation of G.
Cardy's conditions
For completeness, we check Cardy's conditions for all the boundary states we constructed. We carry out this by calculating various overlaps among the boundary states. In this section, we calculate the overlap between:
1. |g; r G and |g
. |ǫ r 1; r G and |ǫ k e(iασ a ); k G
From the overlap 3 and 4, we can count the number of marginal-modes in the self-overlap of |ǫ k e(iασ a ); k G and |e(iβσ b ); 2l G , respectively. As mentioned previously, the number is expected to be exactly one. In the study of the overlap 7, we note a relation between Cardy's conditions and the McKay correspondence. Before calculating the overlaps, we show convenient identities. Let N g , N g ′ be the stabilizer of g, g ′ . Set
Then, the overlap between |u and |v is given by
The overlaps in the su(2) 1 /G model 1. |g; r G and |g
′ G
A generic Cardy state |g; r G has a contribution from the U-type twisted sectors, which is given by 2d
Ng r
Then, we obtain
which guarantees the integrality.
2. |ǫ k e(iασ a ); k G and |e(iβσ b ); 2l G Because T A -type twisted sectors and T B -type twisted sectors have no overlap, we have
To
where [σ am ] N b denote distinct order-|N b |/2 orbits. Then the right-hand side of (4.5) can be expressed as
Let us consider the overlap
We can simplify the first term of the right-hand side by decomposing the orbit [σ a ] G into orbits under the adjoint action of N a :
where [σ a ] Na denotes an order-one orbit containing a fixed element σ a , and [σ am ] Na denote distinct order-|N a |/2 orbits. Actually this decomposition yields the following calculus
(4.10)
and also
Here we obtain the later result by using the modular S-transformation of the Virasoro characters of non-degenerate representations, that are just the usual u(1) characters. Then, introducing the generalized character
to show the integrality condition in the case of (c).
6. |ǫ r 1; r G and |e(iβσ b ); 2l G
We can check the integrality of this overlap as in the proof for the overlap 5. However, this depends on the value of l r (in Table 3 ).
The overlap is given by
where
The integrality is guaranteed from
Note the identity θ
Then, we can check the integrality of the overlap (4.24) from
In the case of (c), we use
to check the integrality.
7. |ǫ r 1; r G and |ǫ r ′ 1; r ′ G Cardy's conditions on the overlaps among |ǫ r 1; r G 's are automatically guaranteed because they are the Cardy states of su (2) 1 /G. Indeed, we can obtain
are the fusion coefficients in the U-type twisted sectors, which agree [13] with the ClebschGordan coefficients of G: 
At G = C 2n , the su(2) 1 /G model is equivalent to the circle model at R = √ 2n. In this equivalence, Cardy states |ǫ r 1; r G correspond to D0-branes sitting at X = 2πRk/2n (k = 0, · · · , 2n−1) on the circle (X ∼ X +2πR), where k denotes also an irreducible representation of C 2n . This is a geometric realization of the nodes of A 2n−1 by D0-branes on the circle. The links are reproduced in the following way: We draw line between D0-branes k and k ′ if we find the character χ ρ 8 in the overlap between boundary states k and k ′ , otherwise we draw nothing. Thus the links are interpreted as open-strings. Another geometric realization of the diagrams is given at G = D n . In this case, the su(2) 1 /G model is equivalent to the Z 2 orbifold of the circle model at R = √ 2n. The Z 2 orbifold has the target space given by an interval [0, πR] where 0 and πR correspond to the fixed-points of the Z 2 action. The number of Cardy states |ǫ r 1; r G is n + 3. They correspond to fractional and bulk D0-branes on the interval of the Z 2 orbifold [11] : two fractional D0-branes sitting at X = 0, other two fractional D0-branes sitting at X = πR, and bulk D0-branes sitting at X = πRk/n (k = 1, · · · , n − 1). These are interpreted as the nodes of D n+2 . The links in the D n model are reproduced as in the C 2n model. The other models at G = T , O, I do not have a clear geometrical interpretation. Thus we cannot find a geometric realization of the Dynkin diagrams of the exceptional types in terms of D0-branes on a target space.
Discussion
We have studied the brane moduli space of the su(2) 1 /G model by constructing generic boundary states which can be extended from the Cardy states. We have found two classes of constituents of the brane moduli space: conformal boundary states parametrized by the quotient SU(2)/G, and the fractional boundary states sitting at every fixed-point in the quotient. We have also shown that all the above boundary states satisfy Cardy's conditions. This guarantees the validity of our constructions.
In [7] , so-called symmetry breaking boundary states in the su(2) 1 /G model were constructed by using the simple-current technique (for BCFTs) [20] . These boundary states satisfy the gluing condition twisted by an outer-automorphism of the chiral algebra su(2) 1 /G. As expected, we can check they are in our moduli space constituents. They correspond to special points of the brane moduli space, as Cardy states do. This further supports our result.
Here we give a heuristic argument for an understanding of the brane moduli space of the su(2) 1 /G model. First, the brane moduli space of the su(2) 1 model is identified with SU(2). Under the orbifold construction, we identify all the orbifold images of a boundary state in the su(2) model, giving a conformal boundary state in the su(2)/G model. Then we have the quotient SU(2)/G for the parameter space of the conformal boundary states. At a generic point in the quotient, a conformal boundary state is fundamental. As moving along the quotient, we meet a point where a conformal boundary state ceases to be fundamental. The point is a fixed-point (of the quotient) associated with the corresponding stabilizer subgroup of G. There the conformal boundary state becomes a linear combination of fundamental fractional boundary states. They correspond to an appropriate set of irreducible representations of the stabilizer group. At now we transfer to another parameter space associated with a fractional boundary state sitting at the fixed-point. If the fixed-point is non-trivial, the parameter space is a one-dimensional interval whose ends correspond to the trivial fixed-points 1 and −1 in SU (2) . As moving along the interval, we eventually meet
an end, 1 or −1. At this point, the fractional boundary state we have traced on becomes no longer fundamental (in general) but a linear combination of other fundamental fractional boundary states sitting at the corresponding trivial fixed-point. If there is no parameter space deforming them, this gives us the end of the story.
In the present paper, we do not have mentioned the vertex-operators-algebra in the openstring side, which is associated with each of the boundary states. This algebra in the circle model at R = √ 2n/m was studied in [8] and identified with Weyl algebra in a particular case. It would worth studying the counterpart in the su(2) 1 /G model. Another natural extension of the present work is to study the boundary states in the su(n) 1 /G model, where G is a finite subgroups of SU(n). In this case, an important ingredient is W n algebra, the Casimir algebra of su(n) 1 . It would be interesting to study the moduli space of boundary states keeping this W n symmetry.
A.2 In a binary finite subgroup G of SU (2)
B The character table of G
Notations
The generators of G x, y
The generator of a T A -type maximal cyclic subgroup of G a
G
The generator of
2 × 2 hermitian matrices with the unit norm
The representations in the following character tables have the same symbols as used in [7] .
0 0
Here we give the conformal boundary states and the fractional boundary states at G = D 2 , T , O. We especially show the results so that they have a clear meaning in the sequence of an Abelian orbifold construction:
Besides, we show that the fractional boundary states of T A -(T B -)type are further resolved at the U-type fixed-points by the U-type Cardy states corresponding to the irreducible representations of G.
The group D 2 is explicitly given by
We have three species of the set of T B -type conjugacy classes and have the corresponding generators of the T B -type stabilizers:
We label the irreducible representations of D 2 so that the character table has the following form:
Now we show the boundary states. 
From the above, we have the further resolutions of T B -type fractional boundary states:
The su(2) 1 /D 2 model has the Z 3 symmetry by which we mod out the theory to obtain the su(2) 1 /T model. The Z 3 act on the boundary states as follows:
• Conformal boundary states Let us introduce the Z 3 element ω = e(iπσ [ The expression is regarded as the identification of order-3 Z 3 orbits.
2. Fractional boundary states |ǫ r g; r T g = e(iασ [1, 1, 1] )
From the equivalence of the orbit, 
The U-type boundary states correspond to Cardy states in the untwisted sectors. As shown in [7] , we have the resolution of Z 3 fixed-points: The su(2) 1 /T model has the Z 2 symmetry by which we mod out the theory so that we have su(2) 1 /O model. The Z 2 acts on the boundary states as follows:
• Conformal boundary states Let us introduce the Z 2 element ω ′ = iσ [1, 1, 0] . (C.36)
Then we have |g T → |ω ′ gω ′ −1 T (C.37)
• T A -type boundary states Order-2 Z 2 orbits |(−1) k e(iασ [1, 1, 1] ); k T → |(−1) k e(−iασ [1, 1, 1] ); −k T (C.38)
• T B -type boundary states Z 2 fixed-points |e(iβσ 1 ); k T . The resolution of Z 2 fixed-points 
